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Who We Are

Mahoni.com is a Mobile Application Developer company from Indonesia that
running for iOS from Apple and Android for the platform. Mahoni.com was built
since October 2009 in Surabaya, East Java, Indonesia.
As a mobile application developer, Mahoni.com is would like to participate to
give some more portfolios in our expertise. By the raise of mobile gadget nowadays, Mahoni.com is truly believes that there will be millions of applications
for this technology in future times. Hence, this brings a mission for Mahoni.
com to create applications as many as we can, that can be accessed via iPad,
iPhone, iPod Touch and Android tablets.
By the technology that now increasingly develops, Mahoni.com is visualized
our self to be the noteworthy developer in case of mobile platform applicator.
This can be assuring those who want to join with us, for we can help to accommodate the partners’ skill to be a working masterpiece in business market.
Moreover, Mahoni.com is about a trusty and highly qualified team; involving the
designers, programmers, editors and those who can creatively think forward
to make these capabilities bigger.
Mahoni.com believes that technology is such a racing path; there will be something new and the newest thing in everyday life. By all of the applications that
have been made, Manohi.com is hoping to provide some valuable contributions
from a young nation to be a reference to be business opportunities and help
those who want to channel their ability to create a something useful that will
be easy and simple yet valuable.
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Where We Are

Mahoni.com
Jakarta Office :
Komp. Graha Kencana #DM, Jl. Raya Perjuangan 88, Jakarta
Tel : 021.5494049 , Fax : 021.5494048
Surabaya Office :
Ruko Rungkut Megah Raya J-11, Jl. Raya Kali Rungkut No. 5 Surabaya
Tel : 031.8702211 , Fax : 031.8709727

Keep In Touch with Mahoni.com
Website: 		

www.Mahoni.com

Email : 		

info@mahoni.com

Facebook : 		

FaceBook.com/MahoniDeveloper

Twitter : 		

@MahoniDeveloper

Online Support:

www.Mahoni.com/forum
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Reference

THEMIS READER
Themis Reader is one of outstanding applications that have been made by Mahoni.com; this
application is designed to read Indonesian law act. Themis Reader has been created to facilitate anyone who wants to find or learn Indonesian law as quickly and easily as might be.
Themis Reader can accommodate more than 10.000 Indonesian laws reading. By Themis
reader, you can always book your laws principal wherever you go, so there will be no term
either bring a book or even forget to take it.
Themis Reader is equipped with a bookmark so you do not bother anymore to remember the
page you are reading or need to read.
With the application of Themis Reader, forget the pile of thick books at home or in your office, because those thousands of books can be incorporated into one Themis Reader application that you can take anywhere, in your own hand.
The advantages of Themis Reader :
- Easy to carry; anywhere and anytime
- Easy to read because it is always stored in your gadget.
- Equipped with a bookmark so it can easily mark the page you want to read more
- Equipped with a search that will help you quickly find the law material you need
- Thousands of legislation in just 1-application.
- Affordable, than those thousands of books
- Campaigning green-world program, by reducing the use of paper for any thick law books
Now available for more add-ons:
- Annotation : highlight, notes		
- Add-Ons #2: Themis Board			
- Add-Ons #4: Themis Recorder		

- Add-Ons #1: Themis Notes
- Add-Ons #3: Themis Browser
- Add-Ons #5: Themis Games

To download Themis Reader on your device: www.themisreader.com/pro/
For more info and details application: http://www.ThemisReader.com
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Reference

REKSO TRANSLATOR
Rekso Translator for iOS is an Indonesia - English and English - Indonesia Translator application. The application is able to translate word or sentence or even chapter into one shot
of translation. There are 231.000 words in English - Indonesia dictionary database, while,
there are 189.000 words in Indonesia - English database.
Rekso Translator application is a unique and powerful dictionary database, which designed to
be a near-perfect automatic translator. This is an offline application, which enables the user
to use at anytime and anywhere with any occasions of importances. This translator is also
being prepared to distinguish the disciplines, such as medical, engineering, philosophy,
law, theology psychology, economy, computer and more, in order to make it easier during
translating.
Rekso Translator will help the user to choose the sensitivity of relations, which can make
it to choose the exact meaning of the same word; Rekso Translator is also be prepared to
give an explanation of terms. Moreover, the translation data is also can be directly sent via
email, as easy as it works. Rekso Translator is available on iPad and iPhone, and it will make
the daily working easier and simple at the same time.
This dictionary is based on Rekso Translator software. All rights reserved and copyrights
are already approved by Rekso Translator Software.
Disclaimer:
Rekso Translator is delivered to you as it is and absolutely without any warranty for the
correctness of its results. You as the user of Rekso Translator are the only one responsible
for the usage of its results. Mahoni.com and the developer of Rekso Translator shall not be
put responsible for any negative impacts of its use.
Download Rekso Translator NOW: www.reksotranslator.mahoni.com
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Education
BUKU BSE
Buku BSE is an application that devote any kind of education books for Indonesian students, in range of Elementary, Junior to Senior high school, and for all any disciplines.
This is also the program that serve from Indonesian Minister of Education, by giving the
free educational digital books for the entire students in Indonesia.
By this chance, Mahoni.com is also try to give the contribution through the Buku BSE application for iOS and Android. Hence, those students are now more easily get the books
to support the study.
Download Buku BSE on: http://bse.mahoni.com/
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Books & Magazine Newsstand
TOKO BUKU
Toko Buku application is a digital book store for Indonesia books that contain of variant
genres of Books. This application can be downloaded in iPad and iPhone, also, there are
numbers of preferable books in themes of education, spiritual, literature, children books
and more.
On every book that offered, there will be preview before buying and an easy access to
download. It can also be share via Twitter and email.
The features follow on Toko Buku Application :
- Contain of hundreds of books in various themes and genres.
- It can be shared into Facebook, Twitter and email.
- There are back sound musics to playback while reading
- Notes application included, to make a note or writing during reading
- Browser (Internet needed) to browse data while reading,
without exit from the application
- Directly connected to Majalah Indonesia Application to start downloading magazines.
Download Toko Buku only on http://www.tokobuku.mahoni.com
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Books & Magazine Newsstand
MAJALAH INDONESIA
Majalah Indonesia is a digital newsstand application for digital Indonesian Magazines. This
application is available on iPad and iPhone. There are numbers of Indonesian magazines
available, like business, travel, spiritual, motivation and more. Majalah Indonesia is an
update application, and will always been updates in case of the magazines input and the
development of the program.
The features follows on Majalah Indonesia Application:
- There are various magazines in some expertise of business, politic, motivation,
holiday and more.
- It can be shared into Facebook, Twitter and email.
- Browser (Internet needed) to browse data while reading, without exit
from the application
- Compass & Qibla, to show the direction, either for praying ( Moslem) or
just ordinary compass.
- Weather, to show the nowadays’s weather
- Directly connected to Toko Buku Application
Download Majalah Indonesia on http://www.majalahindonesia.mahoni.com
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Books & Magazine Newsstand
TOKO BUKU ROHANI
Toko Buku Rohani is an application newsstand that focus on Christian and Catholic books
references. This application can be downloaded in iPad and there are numbers of preferable books in theme of Christianity.
There are various theme regarding Christian and Chatolic books that available in this
application, which are all in Bahasa Indonesia; books for women, teenagers and even
Christian comic for the little one.
On every book that offered, there will be preview before buying and an easy access to
download. It can also shared via Twitter and email.
Toko Buku Rohani is a one stop Christian book store on your tablet.
Download Toko Buku Rohani on: http://tokobukurohani.mahoni.com
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Books & Magazine Newsstand
TOKO BUKU ANAK
This application is a newsstand for children books that available in Bahasa Indonesia. The
books that contain in the newsstand are categorized by the age of the children which like
lullaby book, story book, non fiction children book and many more.
This application can be free downloaded in iPad and iPhone, and there is preview before
buying.
Download Toko Buku Anak on: http://tokobukuanak.mahoni.com
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Books & Magazine Newsstand
ASIAN RECIPES
Asian Recipes is a newsstand that contains of Asian book recipes in many variant of cuisines. Each recipe that included in newsstand can be downloaded easily and there is
preview before buying. Moreover, all those recipes can be shared via email and social
network like Facebook and Twitter.
Asian Recipes digital newsstand is include some of recipes based on rice, eggs, soup,
cakes and more, that will continuously updated in times. These recipes are completed
with high resolution pictures on every detail, clear method and simple ingredients. All
those recipes were already tested before and it can also shared via email, Facebook and
Twitter.
Asian Recipes can be free downloaded in iPad, iPhone and iPod touch. On every recipe that
offered, there will be short preview before download and free samples available.
Get the recipes only on: www.asianrecipes.mahoni.com
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Books & Magazine Newsstand
MAJALAH INTISARI
This digital newsstand is about digital store of Intisari magazine. There will be magazines and books based on its previous printed edition and it will continually updated in
times. Majalah Intisari is available on iPad and iPhone.
Majalah Intisari is been published since 1963, as one of medias that brought the issue
of post Indonesia early independent and Intisari is success in time to broadcast all the
news, entertainment and even the idea to the nation.
By following the development during these digitals version, Intisari comes up with their
new concept by bringing the digital version of their published magazines. Not only the
brand new edition, will they also bring the old magazine issues back to this era, into one
simple application.
Download Majalah Intisari on: http://intisari.mahoni.com
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Books & Magazine Newsstand
TOKO BUKU ISLAMI
Toko Buku Islami is a digital book store for Islamic Indonesian Books. There are various
choices of Islam books that available in this store and those are coming from famous
Islam preacher, publisher and others. At this application there are Muslim books or books
related to Islam idea, and those each books can be shared via Facebook, Twitter and
email. Moreover, inside the application, there is Qibla & Compass application to show
direction for praying or just being used for ordinary compass.
This application is available on iPad and iPhone, and it can be downloaded on
http://www.tokobukuislami.mahoni.com
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Business
INDONESIA FURNITURE
Indonesia Furniture is an application for Indonesia furniture list of references. This digital
application is contain of list of reference about Indonesia furniture manufactures.
This application is very useful for those who want to get information in case of export
oriented company that provide furniture and products related in Indonesia. Indonesia
Furniture is available on iOS and Android.
Download this application only on http://indonesiafurniture.mahoni.com
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Food & Beverages
BOOK RECIPES
As we know, the existence of Mahoni.com was start from 50 Resep Nasi Goreng, which is the
book recipe of fried rice. This application is an e-book which contains about 50 fried rice
recipes that have been published for Indonesian market and it uses Bahasa Indonesia.
At early launched, the selling was quite wonderful for it had been stay in second rank after
Angry Bird Rio game. By this application, Mahoni.com is being challenge to make more and
more something bigger and willing to be a media for those who want to make any masterpiece to sell, it can be e-book or applications.
In case of book recipe, after 50 Resep Nasi Goreng, there are also others books that follow. All those recipes have the same concept yet different themes. All of those books have
description and real pictures of the main result. Moreover, all of the recipes already been
tested before and it guaranteed.
Those recipes can be downloaded on:
- 50 Resep Nasi Goreng: www.50nasigoreng.mahoni.com
- 30 Resep Kreasi Kentang: http://www.30kentang.mahoni.com
- 30 Resep Telur Favorit: http://www.30telur.mahoni.com
- 30 Kreasi Sup Lezat: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/30-kreasi-sup-lezat/
id476518840?ls=1&mt=8#
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Lifestyle
AUTOMOTIVE MAGAZINES & TABLOIDS by
KOMPAS GRAMEDIA
As big famous company, Kompas Gramedia has been release their automotive magazines and
tabloid in digital version. There are 11 magazines and tabloids in this group and divided into
names of newsstand, according to the brand of the magazines and tabloids.
Those 11 automotive groups are, Otomotif, Motor Plus, Motor, Car & Tuning Guide, AutoExpert, Auto Bild, OtoPlus, R2, Jip and Scooteriz. Each magazine and tabloid are discussing
the expertise in scope area like car, motor, scooter bike, jeep and general modifications for
all those vehicles.
In each magazine and tabloid, there will be information related to price, brand
newproducts, tips and many more. There automotive magazines and tabloid are accessible in iPad and iPhone, and it can downloaded affordably and easily to buy.
Download Kompas Gramedia automotive group application on http://otomotif.mahoni.com/
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Lifestyle
MNC RADIO
MNC Radio application is include groups of MNC Radio; Global Radio, Radio Dangdut Indonesia,
V Radio and Sindo Trijaya FM. All those radios streaming are the official application of each
company that represent the radio.
Hence, by those four application, the listeners can download and listen to the program at
anywhere and anytime, during their daily activities, through their digital gadget.
Download this application on http://globalradio.mahoni.com/
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Photo & Video
SHOOT N SHARE
Shoot ‘N Share is a photo application that enable the users to capture the objects, edited and
share it to the world through Facebook, Twitter and email. This photo application is easy, fun
and cool and the same time.
Shoot ‘N Share enable us to take a shot of picture at anytime and anywhere as simply as blink.
Moreover, the result of the pictures can shown directly to social media and friends.
Download now only on http://shootnshare.mahoni.com
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Productivity
MULTI CONVERTER +
Multi Converter+ is a utility application that will enable you to convert anything related
measure, height, mass, multiple units and even currency.
Download the only app with custom conversions and real time currency conversions that
are updated. This application lets you create your own unit conversions for anything you
want, quickly and easily. Multi Converter+ is an essential tool that you will love and use
everyday.
Multi Converter+ app is amazingly versatile and user friendly. Converts dozens of measurements and types and does so easily for those with no mathematical abilities. It makes
conversions fluid, understandable and remarkably convenient and easy to input.
FEATURES:
- User-friendly; an intuitive interface
- Converting multiple units/currencies simultaneously
- Support for compound units like Pounds + Ounces or Feet + Inches
- Full text search to quickly locate categories and units
Download Multi Converter only on http://converter.mahoni.com
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Productivity
QUICK NOTE +
Quick Note+ is an application that has been create to accommodate your idea during your
daily activities. The specification of this application is enable the user to attach the note
into email and it can be modifying as needed like erase, edit and save.
Quick Note+ is a standard application that being used in iPhone and Android, and it sorts
by save data. This application can be download in iPad, iPhone, Android tablet and it will
be continually update in times and will be more fun and enjoyable to express your idea,
thought and creativity.
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Productivity
VOICE NOTE +
Record yourself and then change your voice. Voice Note+ can do all the fun session with
this simple and entertaining application. Just select many voices and effects available
and play it as fun as you want to.
For sure, Voice Note+ can also be used as a normal voice recorder during your business
relating interview, collecting data from the informant or just recording your voice by
purpose.
Voice Note+ is available for iPhone, particularly on iOS 5 and iOS 6. This fun app can be
more fun with your little one during play time or even a surprise party planning. By simply tap to record and then choose the funny sound effects, then you will get the fun time.
Voice Note+ is a recording application that can do all the fun session, it simple, useful and
entertaining, just play it as fun as you want to.
Get Voice Note+ on: http://voicenote.mahoni.com
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Sports
MAIN BASKET
Majalah Main Basket is a newsstand for sport magazine and anything related to others
sport information. The main magazine with the same name is also become the host of
this application.
Download Main Basket only on http://www.mainbasket.mahoni.com
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Travel

INDONESIA MAPS
To give some valuable contributions in case Indonesian travel, Mahoni.com wants to
create a personal guide for those who want to travel in Indonesia. Indonesia Maps HD,
will be your personal guide to explores the routes, streets and alleys in every provinces in Indonesia.
The map is completed by high resolution pictures, zoom in mode and complete details
that can be shared online via email or it can be printed. There are total of 75 maps in
this application, which consists of 33 maps of provinces, 5 maps of the most visited
tourism objects, 13 metropolitan cities and, 5 maps of the largest island in Indonesia
and there are 20 regional maps in Bali, where Bali is a province that most widely visited
by tourists in every year.
Indonesia Maps HD is your flexible personal guide and your trusty travel companion, and
it available on iOS and Android. Get the map only on: www.indonesiamaps.mahoni.com
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Travel
DISCOVER INDONESIA
This application is an online application, it contains of Indonesia tourism objects, shortly
description and picture to explain the destination. This application will always been updated and informing the beauty of Indonesia with any indigenous, uniqueness, customs,
tribes and any related things. Discover Indonesia is available for iPad and Android and you
will enjoy the application, while enjoy the beauty of Indonesia.
Download Discover Indonesia on:
- http://discoverindonesia.mahoni.com
- http://www.android.indonesia-tourism.com
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Travel

TRAVEL TO EAST JAVA
East Java is located only half an hour flight from Bali Island. There are bunch of interesting places that can be discover during your vacation; the humble people to meet, the
beautiful beaches, the magnificent hills and mountains, the sacred lake and caves, the
fenomenal waterfall and the historical sites in some of the area.
For those who are intersting to historical site and ancient hetitage, East Java has many
things related to those issue. For instance, the ancient heritages of Majapahit, one of the
biggest kingdom in Southeast Asia, are found here. Visit the sacred temples, the ruin of
kingdoms, statues and inscriptions that might be found.
Travel To East Java application, is the application to show the glance of East Java tourism
and can be free downloaded in Apps Store. Get it now and prepare your back pack to
travel to East Java.
Download Travel To East Java: - www.ipad.eastjava.com
- www.android.eastjava.com
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Travel
TRAVEL - HOTEL REFERENCES
These applications are the collection of hotel references in particular big cities in Indonesia. By those references, it can enable the tourist who want to come to Indonesia to
pick the best deal to stay. Those applications are:
- Hotels in Bali
- Hotels in Surabaya
- Hotels in Jakarta
- Hotels in Bandung
- Hotels in Yogyakarta
Those applications can be found in: http://hotels.mahoni.com/
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Utilities
COMPASS & QIBLA
This is an application to show direction during traveling or in the middle of road, hiking,
nature discovering, trekking or any related activity. This two-in-one application is capable doing the utility as a compass or navigational instrument that measures directions
in a frame of reference that is stationary relative to the surface of the earth.
The other function of this application is become the qibla directional utility. As we know,
for Muslim follower, it is important to know the direction of qibla, which should be faced
when a Muslim prays. It is fixed as the direction of the Kaaba in Mecca, which is to face
the west side. By using this application, the problem finding out the direction of qibla is
no longer comes out.
Furthermore, by using this application, the need to show the way is becomes more easy
and handy. Imagine you are in Singapore and you need to know the direction to the famous Orchad Road, and you just do not have any idea where to step.
All you need to do is insert the name of ‘Orchad Road Singapore’ into the direction box
and in just few second, you will find the way. To use this facility, it requires an Internet
connection and it easier your visit.
Download Compass & Qibla now on http://compass.mahoni.com
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Utilities
TANGO BROWSER
Tango Browse is an application for browsing, retrieving, presenting, and traversing any information resources on the internet via iPad and Android tablet. Like any other browser,
Tango is created to fill the information that human being need to be filled, in case of web
page, image, video, other content related. It fast, it trusted and it safe for your importance.
Tango web browser is compatible for iPad, and it useful to be used at any time, any place
and any importance. This application is running under internet connection and will help
the user to find any related information about anything that available.
Download Tango Browser only on: www.tangobrowser.mahoni.com
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Utilities
QUICK BOARD
Quick Board is a digital sign board for iPad. This application is useful for a business to
easily turn their iPad into a communication medium to use with their customers for some
events of time, welcoming guest from distance, give a particular sign, professional usage
or even catch customer attention in some particular business moment.
This Quick Board is interestingly useful, for it is:
- Easy to use, and easy to change the massage
- Professional look and fun in the same time
- “Catch Customers’ Attention” factor or modern business facilitator
- Save trees and money
Download Quick Board on http://www.quickboard.mahoni.com
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Religion & Spirituality
ALKITAB LAI
LAI or better known as Lembaga Alkitab Indonesia or Indonesia Bible Society is the institution that arranging the official Bible for Indonesian Christian and Catholic. Since LAI is the
official intitution to arrange the bible, LAI is also the one who updates the newest version of bible in case of translation and general information. Moreover, LAI is also provide
other books that related to Christian and Catholic books, in some genre of reading.
By those importance, Alkitab LAI digital application is made. Alkitab LAI application is
available in iPad and iPhone, to be the official digital store for LAI books, like bible in
some version, story books, journals, biography and more. Alkitab LAI is always being
update in time, following the newest version of the books, and it can be downloaded affordably and easily inside the application.
Download Alkitab LAI on http://alkitab.mahoni.com/
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Jakarta Office :
Komp. Graha Kencana #DM, Jl. Raya Perjuangan No. 88, Jakarta
Tel : 021.5494.049 Fax : 021.5494.048
Surabaya Office :
Ruko Rungkut Megah Raya J-11, Jl. Raya Kali Rungkut No. 5, Surabaya
Tel : 031.870.2211 Fax : 031.870.9727

Website : www.Mahoni.com
Email : info@mahoni.com
Twitter : twitter.com@MahoniDeveloper
Facebook : facebook.com/MahoniDeveloper
Online Support : www.Mahoni.com/forum

